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ABSTRACT
Collaborative document editing tools are widely used in professional and academic workplaces. While these tools provide basic
accessibility support, it is challenging for blind users to gain collaboration awareness that sighted people can easily obtain using visual
cues (e.g., who is editing where and what). Through a series of
co-design sessions with a blind coauthor, we identifed the current
practices and challenges in collaborative editing, and iteratively
designed CollabAlly, a system that makes collaboration awareness
in document editing accessible to blind users. CollabAlly extracts
collaborator, comment, and text-change information and their context from a document and presents them in a dialog box to provide
easy access and navigation. CollabAlly uses earcons to communicate background events unobtrusively, voice fonts to diferentiate
collaborators, and spatial audio to convey the location of document
activity. In a study with 11 blind participants, we demonstrate that
CollabAlly provides improved access to collaboration awareness
by centralizing scattered information, sonifying visual information,
and simplifying complex operations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Collaborative document editing tools such as Google Docs, Microsoft Word, and Overleaf have become ubiquitous in today’s
professional and academic workplaces. Using shared documents,
collaborators can synchronously or asynchronously access and
modify document content, manage diferent versions, and track
feedback and comments. Prior work has studied collaborative writing practices and observed a variety of editing strategies, including
mixing synchronous and asynchronous writing to increase efciency [9, 41]. This is made possible by features of document editors
that provide collaboration awareness, such as shared cursors, editing histories, and comments. The collaboration awareness aforded
by these tools allows users to decide what parts of a document to
work on and when based on role structures and privacy needs [52].
However, collaborative document editing is challenging for blind
users as these tools are often not sufciently accessible [2, 12, 45].
Although commercial tools such as Google Docs and Microsoft
Word have screen reader support for collaboration information
in various text interface panels, navigating to this information is
difcult, and in many cases, users are not made aware that there
is new information available. This information also tends to lack
the document context that the visual versions provide, increasing
the mental load of understanding collaborator actions [12]. While
sighted users can take advantage of the visual markup alongside
the document text (i.e., highlights, nested comments, color-coded
cursors) to quickly and passively obtain a rich awareness of the
activities and changes, these benefts are not replicated non-visually
[12]. For example, while Google Docs automatically provides verbal
announcements when a user enters a line with a comment on it,
it does not mention who made the comment and when; Google
Docs also provides collaborator announcements when someone
enters or leaves the document, but it is difcult for screen reader
users to know what they are looking at or editing at a given time.
Obtaining this information disrupts the document editing process
and makes it challenging for blind users to have up-to-date collaboration awareness, if at all. Thus, existing accessibility support
lacks the continuous and contextualized awareness of collaborator
actions that visual cues provide.
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In this work, we aim to address this issue through the design and
development of CollabAlly, a system that makes collaborator actions
and context accessible for blind users. To design CollabAlly, we frst
investigated how blind users currently accomplish collaborative
writing tasks in Google Docs. Through a series of co-design sessions
with a blind coauthor who has years of collaborative editing experience, we fnd that potentially useful collaboration information
is usually scattered in the complex user interface of Google Docs.
This, combined with the difculty to remember hot keys, focus
switching issues, and unclear information mean that blind users
hardly fully make use of these collaborative functions. Through
this process, we identifed a set of challenges and requirements that
informed the design of CollabAlly.
Based on these fndings, we iterated on the design of CollabAlly
using a prototype system as a means to explore various auditory
representations of collaborative cues in practice. Das et al. identifed
that audio features such as earcons and multiple text-to-speech
(TTS) voices are useful in understanding collaborative cues [13],
and that spatial audio could be used for further disambiguation
[12]. Thus, we used these representations as a basis for our initial
prototype. We aimed to investigate and refne these representations
within the context of a fully responsive extension to a popular
collaborative writing tool. Through our co-design sessions, we
iterated on the presentation and method for accessing these features,
eventually generating a design for our full system, CollabAlly.
CollabAlly is a system consisting of both a front-end browser
extension and a backend server to extract and maintain information
about a collaborative document. By identifying key class structures
and HTML elements in the document, CollabAlly parses and tracks
collaborators’ behaviors, comment updates, and text changes. CollabAlly presents this information both in real-time using earcons for
background events, and on-demand using a browser-injected dialog
box. To further contextualize who, where, and when each of these
events have occurred in the document, CollabAlly employs spatial
audio and voice fonts, thus giving blind users a comprehensive
understanding of the collaborative environment.
Through a user study with 11 blind participants who are regular
users of Google Docs and collaborative writing, we demonstrate
that CollabAlly is efective at providing access to collaborative editing features of Google Docs. Using CollabAlly, many participants
were able to envision future changes to their document editing
workfows that would beneft them in their personal and professional lives. CollabAlly demonstrates the potential in using a variety
of audio representations to support collaboration awareness. From
our evaluation, we also highlight future usability improvements
and considerations for accessible collaboration systems.

2

2.1

Collaborative Writing

Researchers have long studied collaborative writing practices, including document production strategies and group feedback dynamics [5, 6, 9, 29, 42]. Early research in this area explored techniques
such as shared edits, color-coded users, and collaborator locations
in collaborative writing systems (for example, ShrEdit [42], Quilt
[17], and SASSE [3]) that have infuenced commercial writing applications today, such as Microsoft Word [34] and Google Docs [23]. A
portion of this research has also focused on document production
and editing strategies used among certain groups, and the group
dynamics that infuence this writing behavior [5, 28, 29, 39, 50, 51].
Boellstorf et al. describe how collaborators alternate between synchronous and asynchronous editing to balance contributions and
increase writing efciency [9]. Similarly, Olson and colleagues have
studied students’ collaborative writing practices in a variety of scenarios and observed a range of outlining and hand-of strategies
[43, 57]. Wang et al. observed that people are hesitant to edit content directly written by their supervisors, using document history
to avoid doing so [52]. Birnholtz and Ibara found that people added
comments in shared documents explaining their actions to others
to avoid misinterpretation [6].
A large portion of the collaborative writing systems, frameworks,
and behaviors that have been studied over the years are enabled
by features of collaborative document editors intended to support
collaboration awareness. Dourish and Bellotti present collaboration
awareness as the shared understanding of others’ actions and edits
that is necessary to coordinate and provide a context for individual
eforts [14]. The theory of social translucence suggested by Erickson and Kellogg proposes awareness as a key component to group
functioning, as making social information visible leads to a group
accountability for that information in their actions [16]. Thus, collaborative writing systems often attempt to facilitate awareness by
providing collaborators equal access to information [3, 17, 26, 42].
A variety of experimental tools over the years have presented
such features, and popular collaborative editing tools Microsoft
Word and Google Docs both also provide awareness features for
facilitating collaboration. For example, Google Docs provides realtime shared cursor locations that are color-coded so editors can
easily understand collaborator actions, shared comments that appear next to the text that is commented on for context, and a full
color-coded document history for awareness of detailed changes
[23]. While these features are incredibly useful and enable a range of
collaborative editing behaviors that support efciency and group dynamics, they are often communicated solely through visual markup:
colors, highlights, foating comment locations, and strikethroughs.
In this work, we aim to develop non-visual alternatives to provide blind users with a level of collaboration awareness that was
previously inaccessible.

RELATED WORK

Our work is related to prior work on (i) collaborative writing tools
and practices, and (ii) collaborative editing accessibility. In designing our system, we also take inspiration from (iii) prior systems for
accessible collaboration in other areas, and audio-based virtual exploration techniques for screen reader users. CollabAlly is intended
to apply audio-based features to make collaborative document editing more accessible for screen reader users.

2.2

Collaborative Writing Accessibility

While commercial collaborative writing tools Microsoft Word and
Google Docs have basic screen reader support [20, 35, 36], this
support is often not enough to facilitate collaboration awareness,
or even provide easy access to collaborative editing features [11, 47,
49]. Prior work has studied the experiences of screen reader users
working with collaborative writing software. Das et al. present an
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interview study of blind collaborators in ability-diverse teams, and
identifed a variety of barriers that they face when trying to access
collaboration features [12]. These include high learning curve and
no learning resources, and difculty accessing diferent commenting
menus. Information about collaborator actions was also found to
be cognitively overloading because it lacked context; for example, a
screen reader announcing a comment might simply say ‘comment
entered’, or it might read out collaborators’ changes character by
character. Screen reader users then have to do the additional work
of understanding who is doing what and where.
Some prior work has begun to develop prototypes for improving
the accessibility of collaborative editing features, such as tracking
document changes. For example, Schoeberlein and Wang developed
a prototype of an accessible revision interface as a Word add-in,
which consisted of a pop-up window which would read the paragraph context, then the text change [46, 47]. Waqar et al. created a
collaborative writing system which used speech input and audio
alerts for text modifcations [53, 54]. These prototypes highlight the
importance of research to make collaboration awareness accessible.
We aim to build upon this work by creating a fully working system
for accessible collaboration that can be used directly in Google Docs.
We take inspiration from these prior designs, and aim to extend
upon them by providing additional context for each collaborator
action, and an easier navigation mechanism.
Most relevant to our work is a set of auditory representations
for collaboration activity designed by Das et al. [13]. They use a variety of audio techniques, including non-speech audio and diferent
voice presentations, to convey comments and recent edits in a document to screen reader users. Their work demonstrates that audio
representations are promising in signifying collaborative writing
activities, and provides suggestions for which techniques could be
used in diferent contexts. In CollabAlly, we take inspiration from
this work and integrate similar signals into an end-to-end system
that augments Google Docs. We further create a full system architecture for extracting collaborative information from documents
and presenting audio signals in context. This allows us to further
study such signals within the typical document editing context.

2.3

Accessible Collaboration and Navigation

In this work, we also take inspiration from prior accessible system
design. A variety of systems have been developed to support collaboration awareness for blind and visually impaired people in other
contexts, for example programming [2], games [19, 55, 56], and
education [32, 38]. Audio feedback is a common design element
of such systems. For example, Mendes et al. designed an accessible interactive tabletop system that successfully used spatialized
speech to convey target locations and voice fonts to distinguish
collaborators [33]. Prior work has similarly used spatial audio in
various navigation applications, for example, Microsoft Soundscape
[37] among others [1, 4, 8], or in gaming applications [56]. CollabAlly similarly implements a variety of audio feedback, in this
case, within the document editing context, for identifcation and
localization of collaborator actions.

3

CO-DESIGN PROCESS

In this section, we discuss the stages of our co-design process. The
primary goals of our co-design process were to create a shared
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understanding of the current practices and challenges that screen
reader users have in collaborative editing, and to inform system
iteration in the next stage. First, we conducted a series of co-design
workshop sessions with a blind coauthor where we sought to understand current challenges faced when using Google Docs for
collaborative writing and verify our design requirements for our
system. Second, together we iterated on the design of an initial
prototype system aiming to improve Google Docs accessibility. We
identifed issues with our current design ideas and brainstormed
new ones via discussion. The result of our co-design process was a
set of design considerations. We present the co-design process, the
design considerations that we drew from the process, and explain
how they informed our fnal system, CollabAlly.

3.1

Co-design Method

We worked with our blind coauthor (referred to as JY) to understand
the detailed challenges faced in collaborative editing, current workfows, and how we may design a system to address these challenges
that fts into existing workfows.
3.1.1 Co-Designer Background. JY, a coauthor on this paper, collaborated with the remaining authors to develop a shared understanding of the specifc challenges and barriers to writing collaboratively
with Google Docs. JY is blind, while the remaining authors are
sighted. JY is an academic who has approximately 6 years of experience using Google Docs for academic writing and collaborative
editing. He collaborates with others (both blind and sighted collaborators) on Google Docs very often for notes and manuscripts,
with a frequency of at least 2-3 times a week. He also has other
collaborative editing experience, using tools like Microsoft Word
for writing and Visual Studio Code for pair programming. JY uses
a screen reader (primarily on the Windows operating system with
NVDA and JAWS), and also uses a refreshable Braille display.
3.1.2 Apparatus. As a basis for our co-design sessions, we used
both Google Docs as-is, and a modifed Google Docs environment
we created to address some of the issues JY and prior work had
identifed. This initial prototype was iterated on after the frst and
second section to incorporate the fndings of those sessions.
First, we used Google Docs with its existing accessibility support.
We asked JY to turn on screen reader support and collaborator
announcements in Google Docs accessibility settings, which are
the two primary accessibility features built into Google Docs.
Second, we created an initial prototype system that served as
an extension to collaborative writing in Google Docs. Prior to the
co-design sessions, we incorporated fndings from a study by Das
et al. that aimed to understand accessibility in collaborative writing
[12] to create this initial prototype, including the recognized complexities in collaboration awareness. For example, sighted people
can use visual cues like comments, track changes, real-time editing
notifcations in Google Docs while screen reader users need to
hear all of notifcations alongside the document text. To address
these complexities, we considered providing more contextual information to blind users. We drew the concept of spatial audio from
augmented and virtual reality environments where the document
is considered as a fat plane and notifcations come from diferent
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spatial directions. Based on the idea, we designed an initial prototype that used spatial audio and text-to-speech (TTS) to convey
various activity within Google Docs. The prototype pulled information from the document on who was currently collaborating on
the document, what comments were left by whom and where, and
what recent edits had been made. We will discuss the details of the
prototype and how we iterated on it during the co-design process
in Section 3.3. This prototype was implemented as a Chrome extension, and further details on our fnal complete system, CollabAlly,
are included in Section 4.
3.1.3 Procedure and Analysis. We had three formal co-design sessions over three weeks with JY, followed by numerous consultations
in weekly meetings on our system’s features as we continued to
iterate. The frst session lasted 2.5 hours, while the other two lasted
1.5 hours.
In the frst session, we focused on understanding the current
practices and challenges JY had when using Google Docs. We asked
JY to use Google Docs with its accessibility settings to accomplish
a series of collaborative writing tasks, and then installed our initial
prototype system to do similar tasks in another document. These
tasks focused on making sense of collaboration activities in the
document, including (i) locating collaborators’ positions in text and
their usernames, (ii) understanding comments left by collaborators,
and (iii) understanding text changes made by collaborators. We use
the term ‘understanding’ here in a broad sense, and note that it can
include understanding who performed the activity, what the change
was, where the change was in the document, and the surrounding document context. For example, in one task, two researchers
joined the document and left comments at separate locations. We
then asked JY to fnd the comments, fnd the highlighted comment
text, and also to fnd the paragraph and document section that the
comments were in.
In the next two sessions, we focused on testing and iterating
on the features of our initial prototype system. We began these
sessions with a short introduction of the session’s purpose and a
description of our initial prototype’s current functionality and how
it had progressed since the last session. We spent time discussing
each feature of Google Docs related to collaboration (e.g., navigating
to collaborators, accessing comments, tracking recent changes)
and our initial prototype to create a shared understanding and
brainstorm ideas. These discussions in our co-design sessions were
open and loosely structured to make sure JY could express anything
he thought of. In between these sessions, members of the research
team implemented JY’s suggestions so that they could be tested in
the following session.
All authors were present in these co-design sessions. The sessions were video recorded, and the authors alternated taking notes
throughout all sessions. Two researchers then met online to discuss
the notes. We extracted key insights that refected JY’s challenges
and strategies, which we present in the following sections.

3.2

Current Practices and Challenges

We frst discuss the current practices and challenges reported by
JY throughout the three co-design sessions. Note that although we
mainly learned the reported practices and challenges in the frst
session, the other two sessions also resulted in new insights on this

topic as JY used our prototype. We put particular emphasis on what
information blind people need for better collaborative editing, and
how they want to access that information from an expert’s (JY)
perspective. Later in the full user study of our system, we confrmed
these challenges with our other participants.
3.2.1 Identifying and Locating Collaborators. Knowing what collaborators are present in a shared document is an important task
for JY. As highlighted by prior work, people writing collaboratively
often change their behaviors based on social and organizational
roles of their collaborators [12], thus, this is a key task in collaborative editing. However, JY reported that there was not an efcient
way to accomplish the task of identifying and locating collaborators
in Google Docs. When JY was asked to locate collaborators using
Google Docs’ accessibility settings, he tried to navigate to the ‘live
edit’ panel that displays edit history after he entered the document.
However, he then realized that only when collaborators made edits
will he be able to fnd out about their information. JY then reported
that “I have no idea what or where people are in the doc.” JY also
mentioned that he knew all about Google Docs’ collaborator announcement feature where it “just announces when a collaborator’s
cursor is at the same spot as me, or when a collaborator leaves my
line,” and when he wanted to actively fnd out about the current
collaborators, he lost track of them and said that “I have no idea
how I would handle this.” Furthermore, since the announcements
happen involuntarily, JY was more inclined to skip through them
by pressing the screen reader shortcuts.
One workaround mentioned by JY was to scan the entire document line-by-line to hear collaborator announcements. While this
is possible, it is tedious, especially for long documents. Another
workaround to access this information is to navigate to the collaborators profle pictures at the top right corner of the page, which
would read out collaborator names. However, JY noted that these
are difcult to reach, as they require the user to navigate out of the
document text area. In other words, even though it was technically
possible for him to get to the information through complex navigation, JY preferred not to do that because it was not well-integrated
into his existing workfow.
JY emphasized that his overall goal is to know who is in the
document on-demand, instead of the status quo where blind people
get rounds of collaborator announcements for everyone ‘coming
and leaving’ which is distracting when he is performing other tasks.
He added that it is distracting because it requires a signifcantly
greater cognitive load to perceive and interpret what is being said.
This issue was also identifed by Das et al. [12] where the serialized
presentation of text-based content and collaborative awareness
information were cognitively overloading. This suggested that our
solution should provide information about what collaborators are
in the document and at what location in an easy-to-navigate and
on-demand fashion.
3.2.2 Tracking Text Changes. Tracking text changes in a shared
document is one of the most important tasks for collaborative editing, since it is the most fundamental feature of collaborative editing
in a common space. When we asked JY to locate text changes which
were just made in the document, he reported that “this will be very
tricky,” and that “Google Docs by nature does not provide a way for
screen reader users to identify recent changes.” JY said he knows that
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“there is a version history option, but it is hard to use and I never tried to
really use it in my work.” Apart from version history, a workaround
blind users have is to open the ‘live edit’ panel. However, as was
mentioned in identifying collaborators (Section 3.2.1), navigating
outside of the document is not the preferred method for JY to incorporate into his existing workfows. Another workaround is to use
suggestion mode to track changes. However, the changes will still
be scattered throughout the document, which require line-by-line
reading. JY mentioned that he used to export them to native Word
documents so that he could see all of the changes there in one accessible place, however it adds additional workload to his workfow.
Similar behavior of pulling up a list of changes or comments had
been identifed by Das et al. in their studies [12]. Similar to identifying and locating collaborators, tracking text changes is technically
possible for blind people, but it usually requires complex operations
and was not preferred in blind users’ workfows. This suggested
that our solution should provide an integrated summary of text
changes and can be expanded to detail exploration and navigation
through the changes in documents.
3.2.3 Working with Comments. Interacting with comments from
diferent collaborators is also an integral part of collaborative editing. Despite being a commonly desired feature, JY reported that
interacting with comments in Google Docs is not very accessible.
When using Google Docs with accessibility settings to fnd comments, JY was experienced and knew the keyboard shortcuts for
locating and replying to comments. He also demonstrated the way
to use the ‘help’ option in Google Docs’ menu bar and search the
keyword ‘comment,’ which listed all the comment-related operations including moving to next or last comment. However, JY could
not easily identify the corresponding text that a comment was on;
his typical workaround for this was to go over the document paragraph by paragraph and reply to comments he encountered. JY also
mentioned that for blind users who are not profcient at remembering all the keyboard shortcuts, they would have to use the help
function and search for available features, which is tedious. And
even though they could eventually complete the task, the process
was not easy to use and can be signifcantly improved. This suggested that our solution should provide information that gives blind
users an awareness of the comment’s textual context, and a method
for them to easily navigate to the comment or its surrounding text.
3.2.4 Making use of Contextual Information. Similarly to Das et al.
[13], we refer to contextual information as both the textual context
of an action (i.e., the surrounding content of a comment or text
change), and the collaborative context (i.e., a collaborator’s current position and past actions). Besides co-designing our prototype
through a series of task-based usability discussions, we also considered other design choices such as how to make use of contextual
information in shared documents. JY expressed that it was important to access the location where collaboration activities occurred
rather than simply knowing what activity occurred. Additionally,
to make full use of contextual information, JY wanted to have a
solution deeply integrated with various modalities beyond screen
readers only, including using non-speech audio, TTS, and Braille
displays. This suggested that our solution should consider contextual information access and multi-modal presentation of such
information.
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3.3

System Iteration

Prior to the frst session with JY, we implemented an initial prototype system for collaborative writing accessibility that presents
visual information about collaborators, comments, and text changes
using multiple audio representations. We iterated this prototype
with JY over the co-design sessions and we present the process of
iteration here.
3.3.1 On-demand Access to Information. Our initial prototype used
automatic speech announcements when certain events happened.
For example, when a collaborator left a comment, our prototype
used TTS to announce who left a comment and at what location.
When using this feature, JY asked that if “there is a command to stop
reading the audio?” Furthermore, a major concern JY had is that he
“cannot review the information that is spoken on the fy,” and he had
to “memorize this information, and listen to it all again to see what
I missed.” When a text change was announced, JY mentioned, “I
remember that there was a color change and a font size change, but I
don’t remember what the text change was because I had to memorize
lengthy verbal information.” Our initial prototype also used a set
of four keyboard commands to provide on demand access to information about collaborators, comments, and recent text changes.
When pressed, an entire summary of collaborative activities would
be read to the user via TTS. However, these keyboard commands
were difcult to remember, and the long audio summaries sufered
from the same issues as the automatic updates.
After rounds of discussion on this matter, JY and the researchers
designed a dialog box that can co-exist with any existing screen
reader. The dialog box integrates all desired information related
to collaboration activities and can be accessed on demand. It also
saves the extra cognitive load of remembering interactive keyboard
commands by using the native screen reader to read through information. To use the dialog box, blind users only need to remember
one keyboard shortcut to open it, and can then read the information
in the dialog box using standard screen reader navigation. Not only
is this more familiar, but it also provides the ability for users to
skip over information that is not relevant by jumping to diferent
headings in the text. Another reason we chose to use the dialog box
is that by presenting information in text rather than speech, it can
be accessed using other modalities such as Braille displays, which
has the potential to be used by deaf blind users as well.
When designing the dialog box, we also decided to keep some
information as background notifcations. This is driven by prior
work on providing collaboration awareness, and also through our
co-design sessions where we concluded that interrupting normal
screen reader fow is detrimental. Thus, in a dialog box we provide
access to collaborator, comment, and text change details. In the
background, we also provide earcons for collaborators joining and
leaving the document, new comments, and for a collaborator enters
or leaves the paragraph that the user is editing. While the frst two
are simplifed versions of features that we provide in the dialog
box, we chose not to provide a background notifcation for text
changes as we believed it would be too distracting. Inspired by Das
et al. [12], who highlight the need for understanding when you are
writing ‘on top of’ someone else’s work and understanding when
you are being watched, we chose to notify users when someone
was in close proximity to their cursor.
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3.3.2 Spatial Audio Iteration. One of the major features we implemented in our initial prototype was to use spatial audio to relay
the relative location of collaborators’ locations and activities. The
document was treated as a two-dimensional space and the visual
fow of collaboration activities was mapped to audio directions. For
example, if the blind user is at the very beginning of the document,
and a collaborator makes a comment at the bottom right corner of
the frst page, the blind user would hear announcements coming
from their bottom right direction. This was designed to give blind
users more spatial awareness of where the collaboration activity
happened so that they can react to it properly. However, when JY
was prompted to respond to an activity that was farther away, he
mentioned that he could recognize that it was a lower volume so it
was farther away, but he could not fnd the position from that. He
also raised concerns about using volume to indicate distance. He
mentioned that “the 3D audio is enough (for mapping to a specifc location in a document). Don’t change the volume since we rely on audio
information. It will be hard if we can barely hear it.” Furthermore, he
noticed that the spatial directions of top and bottom were harder to
distinguish than the directions of left and right. Instead, the shared
document can be viewed as a linear structure since the horizontal
positions in a single line is less important than vertical positions in
the whole document. Therefore, JY and the researchers decided to
save two directions (left and right) only to indicate spatial positions.
For example, an announcement coming from the right direction
indicates that it is located below the blind user in the document.
Blind users can also rely on how left or right the announcements
are to tell how far the activities are in the document. However, the
volume stays the same for the matter of clarity.
3.3.3 Audio Voice Fonts. In the initial version of our prototype,
we used diferent voice fonts to distinguish between diferent collaborators’ actions. For example, a comment might be read out
with a gendered voice with an American English accent. However,
when we changed to use the dialog box, we decided to make this
feature optional. JY described how this could confict with normal
screen reader usage, and that layering an additional audio source
without the user’s permission could cut things of or cause the loss
of information. In the dialog box, users can still access a version of
the text read with voice fonts by pressing a button.
3.3.4 Trade of Between TTS and Non-speech Audio. In our prototype, we also used a mix of non-speech audio and TTS techniques
for audio representation. For example, we assigned non-speech audio for each collaboration activity and played text announcements
afterwards. However, JY pointed out that TTS should be considered optional because of the potential conficts with the default
TTS in screen readers. For current screen readers like JAWS, the
announcements can be cut of with keyboard commands. JY mentioned a couple of times when he wanted to turn of the TTS audio
or the native screen reader announcements and focus on the other
audio source that he was interested in. This implies that we should
consider the trade-of between TTS and non-speech audio. On the
one hand, non-speech audio is implicit and it requires training and
memorization before using, but it is also less distracting and interrupting when the native screen reader is playing. On the other
hand, TTS provides accurate announcements and blind users need
such information about the collaboration activities or their contexts.

Based on the consideration, JY and researchers talked about the
potential of reducing cognitive loads using implicit audio, since
blind users would not need to focus on other verbal TTS announcements, and if they fnd the implicit audio represents something
worth looking, they can use TTS audio as another option.
Motivated from our co-design process and the study of audio
representations in collaborative writing by Das et al. [13], we iterated our prototype to integrate non-speech and TTS audio. We
used non-speech audio as the main source for collaboration activity
notifcation while we positioned the access of TTS audio in the
dialog box where users can click for more information. For example,
when a collaborator left a comment, instead of directly reporting
TTS audio, an implicit audio will be played and the blind user can
open up the dialog box to look into the corresponding tab. The
details of the user interaction can be found in Section 4.

3.4

Design Considerations

Extracting from the insights generated from our co-design process,
we propose six design considerations that we use to guide a system
design that makes collaboration awareness accessible.
Support common collaboration activities. Our solution should
provide information about collaborators, comments, and text changes.
Also, a summary of these changes are preferred. This overall consideration is both driven by prior research, and powered by our
co-design process with JY. How JY struggled to accomplish the
writing tasks in the study sessions also proved that it was necessary
to support these collaboration activities.
Provide both on-demand and automatic updates. Our solution should communicate collaborative information through both
an on-demand method, and an automatic, real-time method. We created a dialog box for blind users to access information on-demand.
For real-time information, we design background notifcations that
would not confict with screen reader audio.
Provide contextual information. Our solution should provide
the appropriate amount of information for users to make sense
of collaboration activities. We observed that with Google Docs,
information about where comments were left in the document was
difcult to access, and providing just the highlighted text was not
enough, as comments often only highlight a single word.
Provide easy navigation. Our solution should provide navigation from collaboration activities to their corresponding places in
text to avoid (i) document traverse and (ii) switching between the
document area and other areas like comment or edit history panel.
We observed that with Google Docs, it was difcult to jump from
reading a comment to making changes in the text in response to it.
Support various modalities. Our solution should be deeply
integrated with existing tools like non-speech audio, TTS, and
Braille displays, etc. This is motivated by both prior research [13]
and our co-design process.
Simplify operations. Our solution should make complex keyboard shortcuts more simplifed and usable. JY reported in the
sessions that too many keyboard commands would be harder to
remember for blind users.
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Figure 1: The main user interactions in CollabAlly, comprising of earcons that will play automatically based on real-time
collaboration activities in the document (lef); and an on-demand dialog box interface that parses and formats all collaboration
activities for blind users to navigate using existing screen reader commands (right).

4

COLLABALLY SYSTEM

Drawing from our iterative co-design process, we designed CollabAlly, a system that aims to enhance collaboration awareness
and make collaborative document editing more accessible for blind
users [30]. CollabAlly comprises a front-end browser extension
that tracks activities in the collaborative environment and conveys it to users through a combination of earcons [7] and a dialog box; and a backend server that stores collaboration activities
in the document. In particular, CollabAlly also aims to provide
more contextual information about the collaborative environment,
including who, where and when each collaboration activity has
occurred, through a combination of audio features including nonspeech audio, spatial audio, and voice fonts. In this section, we
frst describe how users might interact with CollabAlly as they edit
documents collaboratively, and then detail the framework under
which the system was implemented. CollabAlly is open sourced at:
https://github.com/HumanAILab/CollabAlly

4.1

User Interaction

Figure 1 illustrates the user interactions of CollabAlly. Results from
our co-design process indicated that our solution should provide
access to contextual information and support diferent modalities
(see Design Considerations in Section 3.4). To that end, we designed
a set of earcons that concisely conveyed real-time updates about
collaborators and comments as users are editing. Furthermore, to
integrate existing collaboration activities and provide regular ondemand updates, we designed a dialog box interface that users can
navigate through a combination of predefned keyboard shortcuts,
as well as screen reader keyboard commands blind users access on
a regular basis. The dialog box works by popping up in browser and
ofers comprehensive information about all collaboration activities

and organizes them in an intuitive, hierarchical format. Furthermore, leveraging the capabilities of earcons and spatial audio, users
can receive real-time feedback about collaborator activities and
comment updates in the document without being disrupted from
their ongoing document editing. Finally, users also have access to
collaborator-defned voice fonts to read activities in the voice that
each collaborator has selected, thereby enhancing their awareness
of each collaborator’s behavior and distinguishing diferent changes
in the document.
Note that there are several technical challenges that afected
our implementation because of how documents are structured in
Google Docs: (i) document and real-time collaborator information
is only available by accessing the HTML DOM tree and parsing
desired elements, as the Google Docs API is limited to basic reads
and writes, (ii) only visible content on the browser screen can be
fetched in real time, (iii) the complex user interface and nested DOM
structure makes it difcult to navigate between HTML elements or
change users’ cursor focus.
4.1.1 Implicit Audio. Findings from our co-design process indicated that users highly valued regular updates about collaborators
and comments in the document as they are working, both to ensure they do not interfere with collaborators’ work, but also to
increase their awareness of what collaborators are doing in the
document (see Section 3.2.1). Blind users did not like existing collaborator announcements that use TTS, as they were distracting.
However, they also wanted access to real-time updates about the
document (see Section 3.4). As illustrated in Figure 1a, b, and c,
with CollabAlly, users have access to a set of six distinct earcons,
which represent whether a collaborator has (i) joined or (ii) left
the document; whether a comment was (iii) added or (iv) deleted;
and whether the collaborator’s cursor has (v) moved into, or (vi)
away from the user’s current editing element. As an example, if a
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user turns on CollabAlly and collaborators have entered the document, a harp earcon sound will play. Similarly, if a user is editing a
paragraph and a collaborator moves their cursor to the paragraph,
the user hears a distinct beep sound informing them that a collaborator’s cursor is nearby, either to read or to make modifcations
to the paragraph. Due to technical challenges (i) and (ii) from Section 4.1, CollabAlly treats certain events as identical, such as (i) a
collaborator who is idle and a collaborator who has left; and (ii)
a resolved comment and a deleted comment. Hence, these events
map to the same earcon and are not distinguished by our current
implementation.
To further contextualize where the collaborator is positioned in
the document, CollabAlly also uses spatial audio to pan the earcon
either to the left or right of the user, indicating that the collaborator
has moved their cursor above or below the user, respectively. The
same spatial mapping is used for all earcons, and users have the
option of customizing the directionality of this spatial mapping in
CollabAlly’s settings menu. With earcons, these updates are communicated automatically and succinctly, without requiring blind
users to actively search for them, thereby are less disruptive to their
existing document editing tasks.
4.1.2 Change Summary. Beyond what earcons can communicate,
blind users also wanted on-demand access to information about different collaboration activities. For example, after hearing the earcon
indicating that a collaborator has left the document, users may want
to check how many collaborators are still active. With CollabAlly,
users can quickly access this information by opening the CollabAlly dialog box, which contains information about collaborators,
comments, and text changes. We found that users typically wanted
to frst access a summary of the activities in the document, without having to spend excessive time reading and scrolling through
to identify the information scattered around (see Section 3.4). To
address this need, once a user accesses the tab for a specifc type of
activity they want to examine, they can read through a summary
of those changes at the top of the dialog box to get an overview, as
illustrated in Figure 1d and e. For instance, users can navigate to
the ‘Collaborators’ tab in the dialog box and identify the number of
collaborators that are active, who moved, left, or are idle under the
‘Total Collaborators’ subheading. Similar rules apply to the ‘Comments’ and ‘Text Changes’ tabs as well. Summaries, along with all
other elements in the dialog box, are organized by subheadings that
adhere to W3C’s accessibility standards [15].
4.1.3 Change-Specific Contextual Information. In addition to the
summaries for each of the three collaboration activity categories,
as users scroll down the dialog box, they can access further details
about each type of change, as illustrated in Figure 1f. For example,
as a collaborator’s cursor moves close to the user, the user may
want to know who’s cursor it is, and what line they are reading.
To access this information, users return to the dialog box, access
the ‘Collaborators’ tab, and navigate down the collaborator details
below the summary section. Under the details section, users have
access to each collaborator’s name, the location of their cursor in
the document, as well as the line of text that their cursor is hovering
over. Using this information, users can develop a mental model of
where each collaborator is located, and infer which collaborator is
near their cursor and what they are looking at.

Similarly, users may want to read through the comment threads
in the document, to keep track of the discussions and conversations
among other collaborators, or to see whether a collaborator has
responded to a comment that the user has made. By accessing the
comment details below the ‘Comments’ summary, users can read
through the author of each comment; the content of the comment
itself; the highlighted text corresponding to each comment; the
time that each comment was posted; the location of the highlighted
text; and all corresponding replies in chronological order.
Finally, to track text changes in the document, users can navigate
below the summary under the ‘Text Changes’ tab, to access each
text change in chronological order. Each entry in the dialog box
describes what the change was; the corresponding text that was
changed; the location of the change; what the text was before the
change; and what the text is after the change. In addition, any visual, stylistic changes to a piece of text is also listed under the ‘Text
Changes’ tab. The details for a style change follow an identical format as other text changes, but instead, describes the visual elements
of the text before and after the change was applied. For example, if
a collaborator changed the font size and color of a sentence, users
would access both the font size and color of the sentence before and
after the collaborator applied the stylistic changes. This method
provides an alternative to version control, where users previously
had to access older versions of the document and manually compare
the text to identify what changes were made (see Section 3.2.2). In
addition, CollabAlly provides blind users with access to information pertaining visual and stylistic changes that were previously
unavailable in Google Docs. This provides blind users with further
context about what each collaborator is working on, and further
paints a mental model of the changes in the document.
All of this information further enhances users’ collaboration
awareness in the document. Furthermore, because this navigation
method leverages blind users’ existing screen reader commands,
it requires minimal additional learning to use and access. As we
learned in the co-design process, users expressed hesitation using
Google Docs and their built-in accessibility features because they
require extensive additional keyboard shortcuts that they have to
memorize (see Section 3.2.3). CollabAlly remedies this by only using
keyboard shortcuts for opening the dialog box and settings menu.
4.1.4 Spatial Audio and Voice Fonts for Contextual Details. To distinguish the changes based on the collaborator it corresponds to,
CollabAlly embeds spatial audio and voice fonts to further contextualize information about comments and collaborators in the dialog
box. As blind users access the selected text for each collaborator,
they can press the button containing the selected text (as illustrated
in Figure 1g), which will play a narration of the selected text in a distinct voice representing the collaborator, spatially positioned based
on whether the text is above or below the user’s cursor. Similarly,
users can also activate the buttons under comment and text change
details to have them read out using spatial audio and the voice of
the original author. We selected voice fonts from Google Cloud
Text-to-Speech [25]. For prototyping purposes, voice fonts were
pre-selected for the specifc collaborators, but in practice, we envision that collaborators can choose their own voice fonts in advance
through their local version of the CollabAlly browser extension, to
best represent themselves in a collaborative setting.
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Figure 2: CollabAlly’s three-layer model system architecture, comprising (1) the Environment Layer that extracts the collaborative environment, e.g., the Google Docs DOM; (2) the Representation Layer that fetches and parses collaboration activities;
and (3) the Presentation Layer that presents the contextual information to blind users, e.g., using audio features.
4.1.5 Navigation through Copy and Search. Beyond reading and
identifying where certain activities are located, blind users may
also navigate their cursors to them in the document. To do so, users
can press the ‘Copy to Clipboard’ button to copy the selected text,
and navigate to that element using the built-in ‘search text’ feature, as illustrated in Figure 1h. Due to the technical challenges
(ii) and (iii) mentioned in Section 4.1, CollabAlly is unable to automatically reposition and refocus users’ cursors to the selected text,
thus leading to this workaround. Nonetheless, with better support
for accessing HTML elements and manipulating cursors in Google
Docs in the future, navigation can be further streamlined.
4.1.6 Asynchronous Activity Updates. CollabAlly supports asynchronous activity updates after users leave and rejoin a document.
When a user returns and activates CollabAlly, they will have access
to the text changes and updated comments in the dialog box since
they last accessed the document. CollabAlly achieves this by storing
all collaboration activities in a persistent database.

4.2

System Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates the system architecture with which CollabAlly
was implemented. As our goal is to make CollabAlly potentially
extensible across diferent use cases beyond Google Docs and document editing in the future, our system architecture is applicationagnostic and comprises of three layers, each of which is used to
extract and model specifc types of information necessary to capture
collaborator behavior and states in real time, and then communicate
that information to blind users in an accessible manner and format.
4.2.1 Environment Layer: Extracting the Collaborative Environment.
To establish a representation of the collaborative environment in
which the user is interacting with, we established a foundational
layer for CollabAlly that fetches an instance of the collaborative application itself, as illustrated in Figure 2. For Google Docs, this was
done through the browser extension (Figure 2.1c), by fetching the
DOM tree in real time using Javascript (Figure 2.1a). In addition, to
track changes in the collaborative environment, CollabAlly used a
backend server that fetched a MobileBasic version of the document
(Figure 2.1b), which was used to compare diferent versions of the
document to parse any text changes. Through this representation
of the collaborative environment, CollabAlly can then proceed to

identify and parse key collaboration activities and state information that blind users want as they interact collaboratively in the
application.
4.2.2 Representation Layer: Fetching and Parsing Collaboration Activity. The next layer involves querying the document itself and
parsing visual elements from the document into the models from
the Environment Layer. We did so by reverse engineering the structures and changes of a document from its DOM tree in real time.
Through our co-design process, we identifed the specifc information blind users want and need to know as they edit documents,
and mapped their needs into data structures containing specifc
information about collaborators, comments, and text changes, as
described in Section 4.1. To ensure that users could collaborate
both synchronously and asynchronously, we also defned a backend system and database used to store this information persistently
when users exit the document. The server and the database were
implemented using Python and MongoDB, respectively. Upon reentering the document and opening CollabAlly, the system can
query the remote server and database to access and later parse the
asynchronous changes.
To extract the necessary information to communicate to blind
users, we identifed diferent class names of desired HTML elements
(i.e., collaborator cursors and comments) to locate them in the
document, and added a loading screen to scroll over the entire
document so that non-visual elements can also be fetched (related
to technical challenge (ii) in Section 4.1). In particular, we referenced
HTML elements used to visualize (i) user replies and comments
(Figure 2.2a); (ii) collaborators’ cursors (Figure 2.2b); and (iii) text
elements in the document (Figure 2.2c). We store and track the
diferent states of collaborators, comments, and document text, and
use this data to provide both real-time support, and asynchronous
activity updates.
CollabAlly intermittently queries the shared document to identify the cursor positions of collaborators, comment boxes with their
corresponding highlighted texts, and text changes. Then, CollabAlly
maintains an updated state of these elements and compares it with
previously queried states. Specifcally, CollabAlly uses Google’s
‘Dif-Match-Patch’ library [21] to analyze text changes. The resulting changes are then reformatted using a library we developed that
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parses style and content changes, to be communicated to users in a
digestible format. Each change is mapped to the page number and
location in the document, to help users locate and navigate to it.
4.2.3 Presentation Layer: Presenting Contextual Information Using Audio Features. The Presentation Layer maps the collaboration
activities extracted by the Representation Layer into specifc presentations, such as audio features. CollabAlly uses spatial audio and
earcons to support document navigation by representing text locations as audio locations relative to the user’s cursor location (Figure
2.3a and c). For on-demand information, CollabAlly injects a dialog
box into the document (Figure 2.3b), which also supports spatial
audio while also allowing end users to navigate through detailed
information using built-in screen reader announcements (Figure
2.3d). All audio repositioning is implemented using the Resonance
Audio SDK [24].
Furthermore, CollabAlly supports voice fonts (Figure 2.3e). Each
collaborator is assigned a unique voice ID that can be pronounced
through diferent TTS synthesizers. Currently, this feature is natively available for screen readers supporting Nuance Vocalizer
engine [40]. For those using non-vocalizer-supported screen readers, CollabAlly also provides voice fonts through Google Cloud’s
TTS interface to generate server-side speech.

5

USER STUDY

The goal of our user study was to evaluate CollabAlly with a larger
portion of the blind community to understand how it supports
collaborative writing and awareness after system iteration, and
how it fts into or complements existing user workfows. Overall,
our method used for the user study is task-based usability testing.
We sought to understand the strengths and limitations of CollabAlly
for various tasks that involves collaboration activities.

5.1

Participants and Apparatus

We recruited 11 blind participants from an email list for blind academics (see table 1). Participants were between 19 and 58 years of
age (µ = 34.8 years, σ = 13.2 years); 6 were male, 4 were female,
and 1 was trans/non-binary. Among them, 8 participants were fully
blind, and 3 had low vision and were unable to read any print. All
participants used screen readers in order to access their devices,
and all had some prior experience using Google Docs. Participants
reported using Google Docs for a variety of purposes including
in their role as students (4 participants), as part of their job (6
participants), and for their personal writing (1 participant).
In our study, P1 and P2 used Google Docs and P3-P11 used CollabAlly as the apparatus. Apart from the apparatus, all participants
were given all the same instructions, including being introduced to
the study, being asked to rate how important collaborative activities
were to them, and being instructed to complete a same series of
collaborative writing tasks, with a post-study interview at the end.
We report the results of P1 and P2 using Google Docs and P1-P11’s
responses to pre-study interviews in Section 6.1 to present the current challenges in collaborative writing using Google Docs. We
then report results from the remaining 9 participants (P3-P11), who
used CollabAlly as the apparatus, in the remaining subsections.
Participants installed CollabAlly as a Chrome extension, and
shared their screen over Zoom while completing the study tasks.

Participants used their typical desktop screen reader (6 used NVDA,
4 used JAWS, and 1 used VoiceOver) during the study with their
chosen speed and language settings.
During the studies using CollabAlly, we asked participants to
turn on Google Docs screen reader support, but turn of Google
Docs collaborator announcements as these conficted with CollabAlly’s. These settings were reverted and the extension was removed at the end of the study. Our study was approved by our
institution’s IRB, and participants consented to participating in the
study through both email and verbal consent at the beginning of
the study session.

5.2

Procedure

Participants were frst asked a series of demographic and background questions. Participants were then asked to rank their agreement on a seven-point scale with statements on the importance of
four common tasks in collaborative writing: knowing what collaborators are at the document, locating collaborators’ cursors, working
with comments, and tracking recent changes. For each of these
statements, we asked participants to explain their rating, and to explain their current strategy for completing the task in Google Docs,
if they had one. Our aim with these questions was to understand
how collaboration awareness is important for blind users.
Participants then installed the CollabAlly Chrome extension, and
were given a walkthrough of the system on a practice document.
Participants read through each panel in CollabAlly’s pop up window, were prompted to try CollabAlly’s spatial audio buttons, and
were able to ask any questions about CollabAlly’s functionality. The
study administrator also played CollabAlly’s six background notifcation earcons for participants twice and explained the meaning of
each sound.
Participants were then asked to complete a series of tasks as
described below in Section 5.3. For each task, one of the study
administrators opened the study document with two study Google
accounts with made-up names (Renee Jones and Marcos Valdez).
The study administrator then made comments and changes for each
task under these accounts. Participants could ask questions, give
feedback, or explain their actions at any point during the tasks.
After each task, participants were asked to rate their agreement
with two statements on a seven-point scale, including “This task
was easy for me to complete” and “The information provided by
the system was helpful for completing this task.” Participants were
asked to explain their ratings for each statement, and were then
asked to give open-ended feedback about the practicality of various
features if used in their typical writing workfow. Each session
took approximately 2 hours to complete, and participants were
compensated $25 per hour for their participation.

5.3

Tasks

We designed the following tasks to mimic common collaborative
writing tasks. All of the tasks were completed in the same order
for each participant. Each of the tasks was performed on the same
document content.
Task 1: Locating Collaborators. Participants were asked to locate two collaborators in the document, and describe their locations
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Table 1: Participants’ demographics, including their apparatus used, gender, age, self-identifed visual ability, operating system
and screen reader used in the study.
Participant ID
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11

Study Apparatus
Google Docs
Google Docs
CollabAlly
CollabAlly
CollabAlly
CollabAlly
CollabAlly
CollabAlly
CollabAlly
CollabAlly
CollabAlly

Gender
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Trans/Non-binary
Female

Age
58
43
19
31
58
26
27
30
27
25
39

Self-identifed Visual Ability
Blind
Blind
Blind
Blind
Blind
Blind
Low Vision
Blind
Blind
Low Vision
Low Vision

Operating System of Use
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
Mac OS
Windows

Screen Reader of Use
JAWS
NVDA
NVDA
JAWS
JAWS
NVDA
NVDA
NVDA
NVDA
VoiceOver
JAWS

with as much detail as possible (above or below current location,
page number, line of text, surrounding text, section heading).
Task 2: Identifying Text Changes. Participants were asked to
locate two text changes in the document (edits were made directly in
the document, not with suggestion mode), describe the change with
as much detail as possible (author, type, content, etc.), and describe
the locations of each change with as much detail as possible.
Task 3: Working with Comments. Participants were asked
to locate two comments in the document, describe them with as
much detail as possible (author, type, content, etc.), and describe the
location of each comment with as much detail as possible. The frst
comment was made on a single line of text, and participants were
asked to reply to it. The second comment was made on an entire
paragraph, overlapping the frst comment, and participants were
asked to make changes to the paragraph according to the comment.
Task 4: Collaborative Writing. Participants were asked to
write six sentences in response to two prompts at the bottom of
the document (“List three things you liked about CollabAlly” and
“List three things you disliked about CollabAlly”). As they wrote,
study administrators moved around the document, and added four
comments to trigger CollabAlly’s background sound notifcations.
Two of the comments were on a few words of text in a single
line, typically asking for clarifcation or explanation, and two of
the comments were over three lines, asking participants to add a
number next to each line in order to indicate the importance of each
item to them. Participants were instructed to use the comments to
edit their responses as they saw ft.

participants who could identify the page number or section heading
associated with a change.
For our qualitative analysis, two members of the research team
analyzed the study sessions using thematic analysis as described
by Braun and Clarke [10]. Participants’ study transcripts, along
with the written descriptions of their task completion strategies,
were treated as data items to identify trends in participant feedback.
We frst individually read and familiarized ourselves with the data.
We performed an open coding of the data independently, then
adjusted the codes as a group until sufcient agreement was reached.
We focused on identifying themes relating to participants’ task
completion strategies, and commentary on their existing editing
workfows.

5.4

6.1.1 Identifying and Locating Collaborators. 9 out of 11 participants believed that knowing which collaborators are in the document is important to them when writing collaboratively, and 8 out
of 11 participants believed that locating collaborators’ exact cursor
locations is important when writing collaboratively. Participants
used this information to coordinate and avoid interfering with
others’ work. For instance, P9 mentioned that because diferent colleagues have diferent editing styles, “knowing who is collaborating
on the document can clue me in as to what I might be looking for
later on, if I’m going to be looking for notes or formatting changes.”
P6 described avoiding collaborators edits: “If I know that person is
working, I can back of.”
However, all participants reported that they lacked an efcient
way to accomplish this task. They typically used Google Docs

Analysis

Since participants used the study time to fully explore the functions,
ask usability questions, and give feedback, performing a statistical
analysis of task completion time does not provide much insight
about how CollabAlly works in practice. Instead, we report qualitative data on participants’ strategies and workfows during task
completion and collaborative writing using CollabAlly compared
to situations without CollabAlly, and their general feedback.
We frst transcribed the study sessions from the screen recordings, additionally logged what information was found by participants for each task, and created written descriptions of participants’
task completion strategies. We then noted the completion rate of
all tasks, including the number of participants who were able to
identify various types of information, for example, the number of

6

RESULTS

In this section, we describe our study results including how participants used CollabAlly to complete each task and common feedback.

6.1

Current Google Docs Challenges

Participants were asked to describe the importance of three common tasks in collaborative writing. Here, we present the results of
those descriptions, and common challenges faced by participants
when attempting to complete these tasks. We also present their
responses to Likert-scale questions of rating importance of collaborative tasks in Figure 3. We use this to confrm our earlier fndings
from our co-design sessions, and to underscore the importance of
providing accessible collaboration awareness in Google Docs.
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Figure 3: Participants’ responses to how important diferent collaborative writing tasks were to them, indicating that most
participants felt important to know collaborator, comment, and text change information.
collaborator announcements, which announce when a collaborator
joins or leaves the document or the paragraph they are editing,
though these require additional attention and are hard to keep track
of. One common work around we observed was participants (P3, P5,
P8) using Google Docs’ line-by-line collaborator announcements to
scan the entire document for collaborators. While this is functional,
it is tedious, especially for longer documents.
P1 and P2 mentioned that it was important to be able to retrieve
information on-demand about who they were working with and
where they were, instead of having it involuntarily pushed to them.
In most cases, we observed that participants would skip through
them without listening to the entire announcement because they
were attending to a diferent task. On the other hand, blind users
have also expressed the need to automatically retrieve real-time
updates about where collaborators are located as they are editing to
avoid conficts. For instance, P4 stated that it became ‘common courtesy’ not to edit a paragraph or sentence if another collaborator’s
cursor is on it.
6.1.2 Identifying Text Changes. 10 out of 11 participants believed
that identifying and tracking text changes in a document is important. P7 said: “I don’t want to do anything until I know exactly what
it is that I am looking at. I mean, I don’t want to write over somebody
else’s work.” None of the participants had a usable strategy for accomplishing this in Google Docs. When possible depending on the
context, some participants would read the entire document upon
opening it and identifying changes based on their memory of it.
This is tedious, as P6 described “It is totally a waste of time reading
all those pages just to know where one person had added things, such
as a picture or a paragraph.”
6.1.3 Working with Comments. 9 out of 11 participants reported
that working with comments is important to them when writing
collaboratively. P3 mentioned that the commenting feature is “what
all of my collaborators make use of to write down their thoughts.’’
P5 also mentioned that commenting is necessary when working
on “something hardcore”, when “you really need to know why they
made the change.” P8 and P9 said that they used comments less
frequently, and that they prefer to “be clear in the text itself” (P8).
Despite being a commonly desired feature, many participants
reported issues with accessing comments in Google Docs. P9 said:
“Working with comments is a little bit more lengthy than some other
things. It just takes more keyboard shortcuts to access it... Honestly I
can’t remember them.” P1 similarly described the keyboard shortcuts
as being too complex, and instead used the easier to remember

shortcut to add a new comment. Then, once their screen reader
had focus on the new comment, it was easier to navigate to the
comment that they wanted to read. They would later go back and
delete the old comment.
In the next few sections, we will report results about participants
using CollabAlly to complete collaborative editing tasks.

6.2

Task 1: Locating Collaborators

6.2.1 Task Performance. When the task began, all participants captured CollabAlly’s non-speech audio notifcation of collaborator
joining, and most were able to identify and proactively mention
that they knew someone had just joined the document. All of the
participants were able to identify the correct number of collaborators in the document and their names. They also all identifed
collaborators’ rough locations by reading CollabAlly’s prompts
such as ‘top of page 1.’ Participants also used CollabAlly’s spatial
audio and voice fonts to obtain collaborator locations relative to
their current position. Most participants (7 out of 9) were able to
identify the direction of the audio and describe the collaborator’s
locations accordingly. For example: “Ah, she is not as far below me,
but still below me” (P3), or “It’s coming from the very right, maybe
he is sitting at the bottom of the document” (P5). Additionally, most
participants (6 out of 9) also successfully used CollabAlly’s ‘copy
selected text to clipboard’ feature, pasted the selected text in the
search bar, and located exactly where the collaborators were editing
in the document.
When P1 and P2 completed the same task with Google Docs,
they were not able to obtain such information. Both stated that they
were unsure how to locate collaborators, tried navigating through
Google Docs’ menu bar functions line by line, and tried searching
for the keyword “collaborator” in the “help” function in Google
Docs, but were unsuccessful. Only one participant in our study (P8)
knew about using the collaborators profle pictures at the top right
corner of the document, which would read out collaborator names.
This information is still limited to names, and requires extra efort
of navigating in and out of the document editing area. Note that
compared to Google Docs’ collaborator announcements, CollabAlly
used non-speech audio to prompt users when collaborators joined
or left the document, and participants were able to capture all audio
prompts when they happen.
6.2.2 Task Feedback. Participants all agreed or strongly agreed that
it was easy for them to fnd collaborators’ names and locations with
CollabAlly (see Figure 4). P6 said that “it was just a few clicks away
and it was easy to access.” P8 also mentioned that CollabAlly was
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Figure 4: Participants’ responses to CollabAlly’s collaborator information feature.

Figure 5: Participants’ responses to CollabAlly’s text change information feature.
convenient in presenting information in one location, “compared
to before where I needed to scroll up and down in the document.”
Similarly, 7 out of 9 participants agreed or strongly agreed that
the collaborator information provided by CollabAlly was helpful
for understanding collaborators’ locations. P3 mentioned that the
spatial audio “might help me know whether I need to scroll up or
down in the document.” The other two participants gave a neutral
score, as the spatial audio feature gave them inconsistent clues,
which caused them some confusion.
Most participants generally agreed that this feature would ft
into their current document editing workfows as they do not have
an existing strategy for obtaining collaborators’ information. In
particular, P5 mentioned that they wanted to be as competitive
as sighted collaborators and keep up with multiple people, and
CollabAlly gave them a way to do that. Some participants also provided suggestions for improving the collaborator location feature
in CollabAlly. For example, P4 wanted to have collaborators’ names
integrated and presented to them at the top of the dialog box for
them to access as a summary before they navigate through the
detailed list.

6.3

Task 2: Identifying Text Changes

6.3.1 Task Performance. All 9 participants were able to successfully
identify the document changes, including the change type (whether
text or style was added or modifed or deleted), author, and its
general location. Most participants were able to understand how
the text or style was changed by comparing the two presented
versions. For example, P8 noted: “It was ‘comment sensemaking’
before the change, and it’s now ‘comment tracking in the system”’,
and P4 was able to identify that “the text color was changed, font
weight and font size were bigger.” Participants did not typically
jump to the location of the change in the document.
6.3.2 Task Feedback. All participants agreed that it was easy for
them to identify text changes with CollabAlly, and that the information provided was helpful in doing so (see Figure 5). However,
some (P4, P5, P10) also mentioned that it was harder to identify
longer text changes, because they needed to read through them line
by line. For example: ‘It’s harder to identify longer changes” (P4),

and “I can tell what text has been changed, but it’s a little bit tricky
to parse because it’s pretty long” (P5). While Google Docs provides
a live-edit tracker and document history page to review changes,
as reported in Section 3.2.2, all our participants did not make use
of these features because of the difculty accessing them. With
CollabAlly, participants thought that they could be better aware of
where text changes happens using the spatial audio features (P7:
“It was hard to locate changes without it (CollabAlly)”). Furthermore,
participants believed that integrating text changes and all other
collaborative information in one place not only made collaboration
awareness accessible, but also made complex operations simpler.
Participants also provided suggestions on improving CollabAlly’s
text change features, for example, summarizing the changes in
a more readable way because some detected changes included a
whole paragraph and required users to manually compare them.

6.4

Task 3: Working with Comments

6.4.1 Task Performance. When the task began, all participants
heard CollabAlly’s corresponding non-speech audio notifcation
that a new comment was added. Most participants were able to
identify that the sound represented a new comment and began to
locate it, though some had to be prompted. Most participants (6
out of 9) were able to navigate to the exact comment locations by
copying the selected text and searching it in the document. For the
frst comment, all participants (either verbally, through a reply, or
through a new comment) were able to respond to the question it
posed, indicating that they understood it and the context. For the
second comment, which asked participants to change two instances
of a term in the highlighted paragraph, most participants were able
to make the requested changes. Some only located the frst instance,
indicating that the length of the commented text was unclear.
6.4.2 Task Feedback. All participants agreed or strongly agreed
that it was easy to locate and understand comments with CollabAlly
(see Figure 6). P6 believed that CollabAlly is “honestly way better
than the methodology that I use” as their current strategy is to select
all the highlighted text and use keyboard shortcuts keystrokes to
make or reply to a comment, which is hard to remember and manage. All participants also believed that the information provided by
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Figure 6: Participants’ responses to CollabAlly’s comment information feature.

Figure 7: Participants’ responses to open usage of CollabAlly for collaborative writing.
CollabAlly was helpful for understanding comments in the document. P4 mentioned the diference between accessing comments
with CollabAlly and Microsoft Word. They noted that their screen
reader just read out the comment in Microsoft Word, but now “I
can choose to open the comment and the text freely because otherwise
it will be very cognitively overwhelming.” Some participants (P3, P4,
P11) also provided suggestions on making comments ordered or
sorted. They wanted to have comments sorted chronologically or
in other ways they preferred, like sorting via author.
Compared to Google Docs’ commenting features, CollabAlly
presents the corresponding document text for each comment (both
the highlighted text and the surrounding text on the line) so that
blind users can access not only the comment, but also the contextual
information. Participants found that this feature enables them to
locate context in an efcient way. For example, P5 mentioned that
“because it not only presents the position of the comment but also the
selected text in the document, so even if it was in the middle of a long
document I could fnd the text or do a quick search for the text.”

6.5

Task 4: Collaborative Writing

6.5.1 Task Performance. Most participants were able to completely
respond to the two feedback prompts and address all comments
made by the study administrators. Two participants ran out of time
to complete the task (but were able to address all of the comments
that they read), while two participants left one comment unaddressed each. For the comments that were left unaddressed, they
had identical text to an existing comment in a diferent location,
but participants confused them for one another and mistakenly
thought that they had already addressed it. Participants used a variety of strategies to write and address comments. Some participants
opened CollabAlly to read the comment immediately after hearing
the audio notifcation. Others chose to complete one or both of the
prompts completely before addressing comments.
6.5.2 Task Feedback. 7 out of 9 participants felt that it was easy
for them to simultaneously write and respond to comments with
CollabAlly (see Figure 7). P9 mentioned that having everything
in a “centralized location (the dialog box)” made things a lot easier
than it would have been without CollabAlly. Most of them liked the
background notifcation sounds and the collaboration awareness

that came with it. P5 believed that it only took a couple of steps
to access all the information and the audio was not distracting.
Multiple participants mentioned wanting to customize what alerts
were on or of for their specifc needs, for example P6 mentioned,
“I would only keep it for the comments, and turn it of for everything
else.” They found the notifcation for collaborators cursor proximity
distracting, saying, “Some people have bad connection, so they would
be frequently leaving and that would be really annoying.”

6.6

Overall Feedback

6.6.1 CollabAlly Benefits. From participants’ text responses, we
summarize the most-liked features of CollabAlly here:
Deep integration with Google Docs. Although collaborative
information can be eventually accessed with additional operations
in Google Docs, participants preferred not to go through these hurdles. Instead, they felt that CollabAlly consolidated this information,
making it easier to access.
Easy navigation. Most participants also mentioned the user
interface and usability of CollabAlly. They enjoyed the overall
experience with the dialog box and the audio notifcations. For
example, they particularly liked how the headings were structured
in dialog box for better navigation.
Sonifcation with spatial features. Participants liked how the
audio changed when collaboration activities changed in context
(P7: “The change in the position of the voices was a big help fguring
out where the change was in relation to me”).
Fits into current workfows. Participants also mentioned how
CollabAlly would well ft into their current workfow in an noninterrupting way because it “does not interfere during the work,
rather it gives me information on request” (P6).
6.6.2 CollabAlly Suggestions. We also summarize the most common suggestions for future improvement:
Audio customization. Many participants suggested methods
for customizing CollabAlly’s audio, for example, controlling the
volume, turn on and of spatial features, change the prompt audio
sounds, and customize voice fonts.
Indirect copy and search navigation. Due to a technical limitation of building systems upon Google Docs, CollabAlly provided
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indirect navigation by using ‘copy to clipboard’ and asked participants to use the search function after copying. Participants wanted
to improve this by having direct navigation: clicking on a button
associated with collaborative activity in the document, and directly
jumping to its location in context.
Better integration with screen readers. Some users encountered issues with CollabAlly when using JAWS, which moved the
screen reader focus back to the document instead of the dialog box.

7

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this section we discuss implications from our research, including
discussion on the idea of accessibility versus usability, the possibility
of distributing the labor of access, and how we can better integrate
with the current assistive technology ecosystem, as was brought up
as a major challenge by Das et al. [12]. We also briefy talk about
our future deployment and our system’s generalizability.

7.1

Accessibility vs. Usability

Accessibility does not always mean usability. Throughout our iterative co-design process and formal user studies, Google Docs’
version of access is usually not usable. Technically, it provided accessibility features, but it involves a lot of confusing context switches,
memorization, cognitive overload, etc. Google Docs is currently a
visual-centered system. The information related to collaboration is
scattered in diferent places of the interface, for example, diferent
collaboration activities like comments and text changes have individual windows. Because it is assumed that users can see comments
foating next to the document, there is a lack of navigation, such as
a ‘jump to this comment’ button. Sighted people can leverage many
visual cues to navigate to various locations within the document,
like clicking on a collaborator’s avatar to jump to their cursor. For
screen reader users, there is no indication that their cursor would
move to a new location, making these techniques infeasible.
In our co-design process and studies, one of the most common
responses we received when blind users make use of Google Docs
features is “maybe I am not experienced/profcient enough to do this.”
However, this should not have to be a concern for blind users. Similar concerns and fndings have been discussed in prior work as well.
Li et al. [31] studied the accessibility of various prototyping tools
and found that they are largely not accessible via screen readers,
including creativity tools like Sketch and Adobe XD. They usually
have accessibility issues in input and control instruction, focus
order, and keyboard operations. Accessible solutions should follow
the original intent of the system, and not just make it technically
accessible for users that can spend a signifcant amount of time to
learn the mechanisms only to be missing the benefts that those
features should provide.

7.2

Distributing the Labor of Access

Another design implication we drew from our work is to consider
the labor of accessibility. What if such a browser extension could
also be installed by sighted collaborators? By prompting them to
summarize their changes or other collaboration activities, would
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this make it easier for blind users to consume? And how will distributing the labor of access potentially improve blind users’ collaboration experience? By proactively summarizing sighted collaborators’ own activities, in the future CollabAlly could not only
provide information about who did what at when and where, but
the other important factor of why they performed an action. This
is motivated by the fact that many participants described the benefts of working synchronously with collaborators. Because sighted
collaborators verbally explain their actions and motivations, blind
users can make use of that information and thus collaboratively but
also independently edit themselves. Future work could investigate
how to design systems to encourage such behavior in distributed,
asynchronous scenarios, building of of prior work that studied
writing behavior in ability diverse teams [12].

7.3

Better Integration with Assistive
Technology Ecosystem

We also consider the challenges of developing CollabAlly to work
with the ecosystem consisting of tools like Google Docs, Chrome,
NVDA, JAWS, VoiceOver, existing keyboard shortcuts, etc. The
technical limitation we face is that CollabAlly is built upon these
existing systems, but we do not have direct access to information
provided by them, only indirect information like public HTML elements. In future work, design of such an add-on system would
be easier if developers and designers of diferent tools collaborate
together. For example, CollabAlly’s limitation of indirect navigation could be easily solved by integrating with Google Docs’ page
scrolling logic, and CollabAlly’s refocusing issue could also be tackled by working with JAWS to make sure the switch does not drift
from dialog box to the document. To this end, we have open sourced
our project by documenting how we designed the diferent layers of
CollabAlly, including how we fetched elements from Google Docs,
how we parsed them, and how we maintained diferent states of
collaboration activities (our code repository).
Another limitation of our tool comes from our study design
and the length of time the users were given to learn how to use
our tool. Although we designed a tutorial session in our formal
evaluation study, there will be a learning curve with using any
new collaboration system or assistive technology. Ultimately much
thought must go in to designing learning materials so that people
will adopt the system and a long-term study is needed to show its
ultimate usefulness. We recognize this as a potential future work
for longitudinal deployments and further iterations of CollabAlly.

7.4

CollabAlly Generalizability

We envision CollabAlly as a base which can be extended in the
future towards multiple goals, including diferent collaborative
tasks, diferent interface representations, and future scalability and
evaluations:
Extend Environment Layer. In the future, CollabAlly could be
extended beyond document editing to support other forms of digital
collaboration. For example, artboards [44], sketching (Sketchboard
[48]), designing (InVision [27]), prototyping [31], music composition [18], and programming platforms (Google Colab [22]) could
all be enhanced with accessible collaboration awareness.
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Extend Representation Layer. As discussed in the system section, CollabAlly has a representation layer that parses visual elements from Google Docs, which can be extended to other representations. For example, if CollabAlly extends to build upon other
screen readers, it can incorporate their internal representations
to better present its own audio features. CollabAlly can also be
extended to model other types of collaboration activities.
Extend Presentation Layer. Similarly, CollabAlly’s presentation layer could also be extended with other application-level features, tools, and systems. For example, Das et al. [13] proposed multiple presentations of non-speech audio and text-to-speech voices
that CollabAlly integrated. In the future, CollabAlly has the potential in absorbing other research or design’s presentations, or
integrating other output modalities such as haptics by extending
the presentation layer.
Scalability and Evaluations. Although our studies included
only three collaborators and a six-page document, CollabAlly’s
system architecture is designed to be scalable. By providing ondemand access and non-speech audio prompts, CollabAlly could
accommodate many more collaborators and collaboration activities.
Also, by providing summary of these activities rather than simply
providing a list, CollabAlly could work for longer documents and
higher-density editing. We hope to evaluate CollabAlly in the future
with larger, diverse teams, and in a wider range of editing contexts.

8

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented CollabAlly, a system designed to make collaboration awareness in document editing accessible. Throughout an
iterative co-design process, we identifed and later reconfrmed
challenges of how blind users use Google Docs and complete collaborative writing tasks. We employed a three-layer design to build
a prototype system that can make collaboration activities like collaborators’ whereabouts, comments, and text changes accessible in
an integrated dialog box. CollabAlly also uses audio features like
spatial audio, non-speech audio, voice fonts, and text-to-speech
to improve the user experience and make contextual information
more accessible to blind people. Through a user study with 11
blind participants, we demonstrated that CollabAlly provides improved access to collaboration awareness by centralizing scattered
information, sonifying visual information, and simplifying complex operations. CollabAlly also fts well into blind users’ current
workfows. We then further discussed about the idea of accessibility
versus usability, the possibility of distributing the labor of access,
how CollabAlly can be better integrated with the current ecosystem,
and how CollabAlly can be extended to support broader accessible
collaboration in the future.
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